Buddy Tree Contest

This contest can run for about 5 weeks.

The rules:

1 leaf for: coming to the meeting (each buddy)

1 leaf for: keeping a menu (each buddy)

1 leaf for: weighing in even though it may have been a gain (each buddy)

1 leaf for: losing (no turtle) (each buddy)

2 leaves for: 2 phone calls to your buddy per week

1 leaf for: a snail mail or e-mail to your buddy per week

You can change the rules for getting leaves according to the season: Snowflakes or Candy canes for winter; Sun, Beach items, etc for Summer; Easter eggs, flowers, etc for Spring.

The most you can accumulate per week is 7 leaves per person or 14 per team.

Have an empty tree with the name of the buddy team on the bottom. The tree fills up with leaves very quickly.

The buddy tree with the most leaves wins.

This is a great contest for teamwork between buddies and making great friendships!

At the end of the contest prizes can be something for the "buddies" to do together, such as a gift certificate to go out and have coffee or have a salad together.....many possibilities for this one!